New Yorker by Edmund Wilson as "always lucid and crisp" and in
Harper's as "disarmingly frank…a charming story in spite of its tragic overtones of war." Reprinted in 2001, it is scheduled to become a New York Review Classic. One title can lead to another, and I next located a used copy of Perényi's Liszt: The Artist as Romantic Hero (1974) Because I'm drawn to out-of-print books, neglected writers, and reputations that have often faded unfairly with time, Ethel Vance's books soon formed a pile on my desk that even included a historical novel by her daughter Eleanor, The Bright Sword (1955) . After a few telephone calls my visit to Stonington followed, almost inevitably.
Peter Perényi has a gift for storytelling-perhaps inherited?-and a striking resemblance to photographs of his father, Baron Zsigmond (or Zsiga), in More Was Lost. Peter's distinguished foreign-service career provided wonderful stories of his own. First we talked in the garden his mother had made (adding to earlier plantings by her mother), and later in the kitchen, with its ambience of former days still maintained.
The house, officially dated from 1787, sits on a third of an acre just a block from downtown Stonington-not far from the James Merrill House, where the poet lived for several decades (it is now a museum with a writer-in-residence program). Peter's grandmother Grace, as I've come to think of her, bought the house in 1941 with money from book sales to Hollywood, and it's filled with mementoes of family travels from Europe to China and Japan, as well as books and more books.
In the dining room an old oil portrait of Peter's great-great-great-greatgrandfather, the influential social reformer and utopian writer Robert
Owen (who founded the New Harmony community in Indiana) looks out over the mantel.
Our talks naturally began with More Was Lost, which closes on an open note-"So perhaps the story has not ended after all"-with Eleanor, pregnant, returning to the United States, and Zsiga remaining in Europe, where he eventually joined an underground group. Were his parents reunited after the war? The moving full story is Peter's to write, but a 1947 divorce ended the marriage, although Peter got to know his father years later (they never discussed More Was Lost, but Zsiga did own a copy of it, and the book was finally translated into Hungarian in 2003). Eleanor once said that she wrote her memoir Peter has no recollection of their discussing works in progress, or sitting together and working on something. Eleanor, "a perfectionist," likely kept her writing to herself. According to Peter, mother and daughter "saw eye to eye on an awful lot. They were a social unit, accustomed to each other's company from living close by if not together." And both enjoyed gardening; Grace was especially interested in the idea of the garden. Their Stonington land had been planned as a series of outdoor rooms, including Grace's rose beds and Eleanor's vegetable plot. Grace sometimes liked to write under the grape arbor.
As a child Eleanor had been told that the most important thing was to have an interesting life, and she took this to heart. Both women loved travel and its adventures, and found a way to be intensely independent. Yet as writers with a deep emotional and blood connection, they must have learned to accommodate each other. In an evocative short memoir of the writer and photographer Carl Van Vechten, a friend who took handsome photographs of mother and son, Eleanor recalled meeting him at a dinner party in the 1940s: "I was much the youngest and least important person present-an appendage, really, of my mother..." That status didn't last. It is, however, interesting that the possibilities of literary work were divided between the two women, with Grace devoting her time to fiction and Eleanor, with one exception, to non-fiction; they had split the prose world in half. As well, the subject of mother-daughter relations seems to have been off-limits.
The bond between mothers and sons has a significant role in Grace's fiction (Escape, The Grotto), but her books with young women as central figures focus on motherless women (Reprisal, Winter Meeting, The Secret Thread). Grace's own mother had died in childbirth, a psychic wound any writer might be expected to address, but she treats the subject only in passing.
The relation between a writer's life and work is easily over-simpli- Grace's interest in ideas and philosophy enlarges her fiction, and her books often explore ethical matters and religious belief. Peter aptly described his grandmother's vision to me as "a dark one," yet his portrait of her suggested a warm-hearted woman of deep understanding, which the rich characterizations in her fiction confirm. That she also had a mischievous side made sense. "She liked to say she was a witch," he remarked, acknowledging the mystical aspect of her Celtic heritage.
She must have been a powerful role model. Eleanor, born in 1918, traveled widely with her parents as a child, and later remembered being taken to China at the age of nine, where, during the civil war, she had counted human corpses on the Yangtze River (the details of her mother's novel about China came from firsthand experience). After doing time in an English boarding school, which she hated, Eleanor attended the National Cathedral School for Girls in Washington, which she was asked to leave, without graduat-ing, for smoking on the roof. A passionate autodidact, she intended to become a painter and studied at the Phillips Gallery, but after return- Prints were sent to the boy's Hungarian grandfather in Budapest, who because of the war had never seen him, and as it turned out never would. The old man died within a few months of receiving them, but we heard later that he had asked for them to be buried with him. Carlo wasn't strong on family feeling. He had no children and was, as he put it, "wildly against childbirth. People will be starving in the streets." But when I told him this story he had tears in his eyes-the only time I ever saw that happen.
Eleanor enjoyed having her say. When Jeffrey Meyers interviewed her in 1993 for his biography Edmund Wilson, she commented that Wilson, who claimed to be fluent in Hungarian, couldn't speak the language "and was unfamiliar with nuances of usage," while of her friend Mary
McCarthy-Wilson's second wife-she said, "Nobody could make mother, Peter encountered many of the famed writers of the era, and he remembered one weekend visit at Mary McCarthy's when Hannah Arendt dropped by and the three women debated the best way to load a dishwasher.
Eleanor's Liszt biography came next. While the Stonington house no longer has the baby grand that had taken up space in the livingroom, classical music mattered to both mother and daughter (James Merrill recalled that "a tattered score of Manon" was kept on the piano). Liszt is a group portrait, not simply a musical biography, and as such a contribution to studies on the Romantic sensibility. From the first page Eleanor's sympathy and reservations are clear:
The Romantic ego is insufferable and Liszt is of all Romantics the most insufferable. He had to be. He had somehow to keep afloat in the era that replaced the diligence with the steam engine, invented the telegraph and the universal press. He was a witness at the birth of the philistine. The pit-falls are familiar now that we know about mass taste and the maw of fame that devours all but the most resistant of culture heroes, the blowing up of a personality until it bursts. He had no such examples to go by.
Reviewing Liszt for High Fidelity, the editor Patrick J. Smith wrote that Perényi, though not a trained musicologist, "has succeeded in strip- A gardener's work is never finished because the idea and reality of a garden are bound to daily life, and inhabit flux. Eleanor understood this conundrum and wrote accordingly. Green Thoughts is a masterwork that sits comfortably on any shelf beside the best of Gertrude Jekyll, Vita Sackville-West, and Katharine S. White. The title-taken from Andrew Marvell's poem "The Garden" (circa. 1680)-suits the task Eleanor set for herself. And a daunting one it was, for she admitted that she was not a horticulturalist: "All I can claim is some thirty years of amateur experience, which is to say that I know something about a lot of things and not enough to call myself a specialist in any."
But she was a writer, and, as her Foreword concludes, "a writer who gardens is sooner or later going to write a book about the subject-I take that as inevitable. I said that I liked it, somehow the mossy growth seemed right. What matters now is that two writers left us some very fine books, and we owe them both a debt of gratitude. It can only be repaid by reading these books.
